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SYSTEM AND COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED METHOD FOR GENERATING

SYNTHETIC PRODUCTION DATA FOR USE IN TESTING AND MODELING

FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to systems and methods for creating synthesized data,

and more particularly, embodiments concern a system and computer-implemented method for

creating and using realistic synthetic data for testing, modeling, and other applications without the

need to seek permissions or risk data loss.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Financial institutions desire to protect their customers from fraud, protect

themselves from losses due to financial crimes, and comply with national and international

regulations and mandates. However, financial institutions face increasing challenges with

detecting and preventing fraud and other undesirable activities. Financial crime management

solutions have been developed to detect and manage unusual activity based upon known patterns

in accounts or transaction activities within institutions. These solutions help to shield customers

from fraud, minimize losses and improve efficiency, and comply with government regulations.

[0003] In order to develop and test these solutions, test data is needed to accurately model

the behaviors of financial transaction systems. Two different approaches have been used to obtain

this data. In the first approach, the data is generated in a quasi-random fashion, and in the second

approach, the data is collected from "real" production data and then scrubbed to mask identifying

information. The first approach yields data that is sufficient for performance testing systems, and

even for some functional testing, but many specialized systems require "real" data to fully exercise

the capabilities of the systems. In particular, there are patterns and nuances to real production data

that are not readily simulated by standard tools for generating test data, which is why the second

approach is often used to achieve more "life-like" test data.

[0004] The challenge with the second approach is that regulations on using real data are

becoming increasingly restrictive. Currently, that data, even when scrubbed, is the property of the

customer who originated it. Obtaining permission to use the data continues to be challenging, even

when scrubbing or other protection mechanisms are applied. Further, the protection of the data

itself is coming into question even with the best scrubbing methods. Recent research has shown



that with very little outside data added, scrubbed data can reveal sensitive information simply

because of the patterns exhibited in the data itself. Because these patterns are the very details for

which the real data is needed, it is not feasible to remove or alter them in order to protect the real

data.

[0005] This background discussion is intended to provide information related to the present

invention which is not necessarily prior art.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments of the present invention solve the above-described and other

problems and limitations by providing a system and computer-implemented method for creating

and using realistic synthetic data for testing, modeling, and other uses without the need to seek

permissions or risk data loss.

[0007] In a first embodiment of the present invention, a system may be provided for

modeling behaviors in a transaction system and creating and using realistic synthetic production

data, and may broadly comprise an artificial intelligence system, one or more component models,

a consolidated model, and a transaction generator. The artificial intelligence system may be trained

on real production data from the transaction system to create the component models that represent

relevant normal behaviors and relevant abnormal behaviors of a transaction stream. The

consolidated model may combine the components models and represents data states that include

both the relevant normal behaviors and the relevant abnormal behaviors in a relative time base.

The transaction generator may be used in combination with the consolidated model to create the

synthesized production data that realistically mimics the relevant normal behaviors and the

relevant abnormal behaviors of the real production data, wherein the synthesized production data

is not coupled to the real production data, and the real production data is not derivable from the

synthesized production data.

[0008] Various implementations of the first embodiment may include any one or more of

the following additional features. The artificial intelligence system may be a machine learning

system. The transaction stream may be a financial transaction stream. The consolidated model

may represent data states that include both non-fraudulent activity and fraudulent activities. The

component models may be at least periodically modified to better represent patterns of activity in

the transaction stream and the real production data. The component models may create new



patterns of activity not exhibited in the transaction stream and the real production data. The

transaction generator may adhere to certain patterns of activity while changing a volume of

transactions. The system may further include one or more models of a financial transaction system

which are tested with the synthesized production data.

[0009] In a second embodiment of the present invention, a computer-implemented method

may be provided for improving the functionality of a computer for modeling behaviors in a

transaction system to create and use realistic synthetic production data. The computer-

implemented method may broadly comprise the following steps. An artificial intelligence system

may be trained on real production data from the transaction system to create one or more

component models that represent relevant normal behaviors and relevant abnormal behaviors of a

transaction stream. The component models may be combined in a consolidated model that

represents data states that include both the relevant normal behaviors and the relevant abnormal

behaviors in a relative time base. The consolidated model may be combined with a transaction

generator to create synthesized production data that realistically mimics the relevant normal

behaviors and the relevant abnormal behaviors of the real production data, wherein the synthesized

production data is not coupled to the real production data, and the real production data is not

derivable from the synthesized production data. The synthetic production data may be used in a

model of a system.

[0010] Various implementations of the second embodiment may include any one or more

of the following additional features. The artificial intelligence system may be a machine learning

system. The transaction stream may be a financial transaction stream. The consolidated model

may represent data states that include both non-fraudulent activity and fraudulent activities in the

relative time base. The component models may be at least periodically modified to better represent

patterns of activity in the transaction stream and the real production data. The component models

may create new patterns of activity not exhibited in the transaction stream and the real production

data. The transaction generator may adhere to certain patterns of activity while changing a volume

of transactions. The model of the system may be a fraud detection model.

[0011] This summary is not intended to identify essential features of the present invention,

and is not intended to be used to limit the scope of the claims. These and other aspects of the

present invention are described below in greater detail.



DRAWINGS

[0012] Embodiments of the present invention are described in detail below with reference

to the attached drawing figures, wherein:

[0013] FIG. 1 is a high-level block diagram of an embodiment of a system for creating and

using realistic synthetic production data; and

[0014] FIG. 2 is a high-level flowchart of steps in a computer-implemented method for

creating and using realistic synthetic production data.

[0015] The figures are not intended to limit the present invention to the specific

embodiments they depict. The drawings are not necessarily to scale.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] The following detailed description of embodiments of the invention references the

accompanying figures. The embodiments are intended to describe aspects of the invention in

sufficient detail to enable those with ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention. Other

embodiments may be utilized and changes may be made without departing from the scope of the

claims. The following description is, therefore, not limiting. The scope of the present invention is

defined only by the appended claims, along with the full scope of equivalents to which such claims

are entitled.

[0017] In this description, references to "one embodiment", "an embodiment", or

"embodiments" mean that the feature or features referred to are included in at least one

embodiment of the invention. Separate references to "one embodiment", "an embodiment", or

"embodiments" in this description do not necessarily refer to the same embodiment and are not

mutually exclusive unless so stated. Specifically, a feature, structure, act, etc. described in one

embodiment may also be included in other embodiments, but is not necessarily included. Thus,

particular implementations of the present invention can include a variety of combinations and/or

integrations of the embodiments described herein.

[0018] Broadly characterized, the present invention provides a system and computer-

implemented method for creating and using realistic synthetic data for testing, modeling, and other

uses without the need to seek permissions or risk data loss. More particularly, embodiments may

allow for creating realistic, or "life-like," synthetic production data for internal or external use in

the development and testing of models, such as financial transaction models and fraud detection



models, without requiring permissions or risking data leakage. The created data may accurately

model real production data and yet be owned by the creator, which makes the data eligible for

sharing or exploratory offerings without violating tenant data agreements. Further, the created

data can be shared with clients or other third-parties or they may be given access to it to show them

"trend" data and allow them to explore it, without actually giving the clients or other third-parties

access to real production data. The present technology may be used to create data sets of any size

with any characteristics desired, including normal and abnormal behaviors and/or other nuances

present in actual transactions.

[0019] As used herein, "artificial intelligence" may be broadly defined as non-human

decision-making processes, and may include deep learning, representation learning, automated

reasoning, and/or machine learning, or any combination thereof, and/or substantially any other

suitable form or characterization of artificial intelligence. In one embodiment, artificial

intelligence may examine real production data generated by actual transactions occurring within a

transaction system, and generate a model and/or a series of models that accurately represent the

subtle patterns and nuances present in the actual transactions. This may be accomplished by

examining the behaviors of the originators of the transactions and modeling those behaviors. The

behavior models may be combined with other data pattern models to accurately represent the

normal behaviors and the abnormal behaviors that create the subtle patterns and nuances present

in real production data, such as fraudulent activity. The machine learning system may then create

and exercise a set of features and a combination of models until it can accurately represent the

identified patterns and nuances.

[0020] The system may then use the input models in a combinatory fashion to feed a

transaction generation subsystem. The subsystem may create individual transactions that follow a

combination of the normal and abnormal behaviors identified by the machine learning system and

represented in the models. Further, these representative models may be tuned or adjusted to create

new patterns of behavior to explore how the corresponding transactions would be generated. The

transaction generation subsystem may use a virtual time base defined by the models to create a set

of synthetic transaction or other data that appears to have been created over the same time range

as the modeled set of data. The resulting set of synthetic data may look and behave very similar

to a set of "real" transaction data, exhibiting the same subtleties important to the system being

tested, but may have no direct connection to the real data.



[0021] Unlike simple generated data, the synthesized data may exhibit the same

characteristics of real data, including characteristic buying patterns, geo distributions, merchant

code amounts, and even fraudulent activity, which are relevant to the models or other systems

being tested. Unlike scrubbed real data, the synthesized data has no direct connection to real data

and should not be subject to any protection clauses and should not be considered sensitive data

under any regulations. It should be very difficult or impossible to reverse engineer or decode the

synthesized data to expose any real data, thereby minimizing or avoiding any possibility of data

loss or liability risk.

[0022] For the purpose of illustration, the present technology may be herein described with

reference to financial transactions, but it should be understood that the present technology has

application in a large variety of different contexts involving sensitive data and/or privacy concerns,

such as medical data or genetic data.

[0023] Referring to FIG. 1, an embodiment of a system 10 is shown for creating and using

realistic synthetic data for testing, modeling, and other uses without the need to seek permissions

or risk data loss. The system 10 and an exemplary operating environment may broadly comprise

a transaction system 12 supporting a transaction stream 14 generating real production data; a

production processing system 16; a real data database 18; an artificial intelligence system 20; one

or more component models 22; a consolidated model 24; a transaction generator 26; a synthetic

data database 28; and one or more model systems 30. These components may be stored on,

implemented on, or otherwise facilitated by one or more electronic memory elements and one or

more electronic processing elements, with data communications occurring over one or more

communications networks. Access to the real production data, including components involved in

the generation and storage of the real production data, may be relatively more restricted. Access

to the synthetic production data, including components involved in the generation and storage of

the synthetic production data, may be unrestricted or relatively less restricted.

[0024] The transaction system 12, transaction stream 14, and real production data may be

substantially any suitable system, stream, and data, such as, for example, a financial transaction

system, stream, and data. In one implementation, the transaction system 12 may facilitate a variety

of financial transactions between buyers and sellers, and the transaction stream 14 may comprise

these transactions. In order to facilitate the transactions, the transaction system 12 may send and/or

receive information related to a buyer and/or a seller for each transaction. The transaction system



12 may facilitate each transaction by accepting payment by substantially any suitable payment

method, such as credit cards, debit cards, and/or bank transfers. Some or all of the aforementioned

transaction-related information may be included in the transaction stream 14. The production

processing system 16 may be configured to process the real production data as desired or needed.

The real data database 18 may be configured to store the real production data on one or more

electronic memory element. In one implementation, the real data database 18 may contain raw

and/or processed information relevant to the real financial transactions that were facilitated by the

transaction system 12. For example, this information may include dates and times of transactions,

amounts of money exchanged in the transactions, and details about the parties involved in the

transactions.

[0025] The artificial intelligence system 20, which may be a machine learning system, may

be configured to examine the real production data and generate the one or more component models

22 that accurately represent the subtle patterns and nuances present in the real production data.

The consolidated model 24 may be configured to combine the one or more component models 22,

and provide input to or otherwise guide operation of the transaction generator 26. The transaction

generator 26 may be configured to create individual transactions that follow the behaviors

identified by the artificial intelligence system 20 and represented in the component models 22 and

therefore also in the consolidated model 24. The transaction generator 26 may use a virtual time

base defined by the model 24 to create synthetic production data that appears to have been created

over the same time range as the modeled real production data. The synthesized data database 28

may store the synthesized production data until needed. In one application, the synthesized data

may be used as input for testing the one or more model systems 30.

[0026] Referring also to FIG. 2, the system 10 may broadly function substantially as

follows, with additional and/or alternative functionality described below in the discussion of the

computer-implemented method. The machine learning system 20 may be trained on the real

production data stored in the real data database 18 to establish the one or more component models

22 that represent both relevant normal and relevant abnormal behaviors of the transaction stream

14, as shown in 112. The component models 22 may be combined in the consolidated model 24

that represents data states that include both the normal and abnormal behaviors in a relative time

base, as shown in 114. The consolidated model 24 may be combined with the transaction generator

26 to create the synthesized production data that, as a whole, realistically mimics the normal and



abnormal behaviors of the real production data, as shown in 116. The synthesized production data

may not be coupled to the real production data, and the real production data may not be derivable

from the synthesized production data. The synthesized production data may be stored in the

synthesized database 28. The synthesized production data may then be used internally or

externally for testing and/or modeling, including for testing models of financial, transactional, or

other systems 30, as shown in 118. For example, the synthesized production data may be used to

test financial transaction models and fraud detection models.

[0027] The system 10 may include more, fewer, or alternative components and/or perform

more, fewer, or alternative actions, including those discussed elsewhere herein, and particularly

those discussed below in describing the computer-implemented method.

[0028] Referring again to FIG. 2, an embodiment is shown of a computer-implemented

method 110 for creating and using realistic synthetic data for testing, modeling, and other uses

without the need to seek permissions or risk data loss. The computer-implemented method 110

may be a corollary to the functionality of the system 10 of FIG. 1, and may be similarly

implemented using the various components of the system 10 within the above-described

exemplary operating environment. The computer-implemented method 110 may broadly

comprise the following steps.

[0029] An artificial intelligence system 20, such as a machine learning system, may be

trained on real production data from the transaction system 12 to establish one or more component

models 22, or a series of component models, that represent both relevant normal and relevant

abnormal behaviors of a transaction stream 14, as shown in 112. For example, the transaction

stream 14 may be a financial transaction stream. The component models 22 may be combined in

a consolidated model 24 that represents data states that include both the normal and abnormal

behaviors in a relative time base, as shown in 114. For example, the normal and abnormal

behaviors may include non-fraudulent and fraudulent activities. The consolidated model 24 may

be combined with a transaction generator 26 to create synthesized production data that, as a whole,

realistically mimics the normal and abnormal behaviors of the real production data, as shown in

116. The synthesized production data may not be coupled to the real production data, and the real

production data may not be derivable from the synthesized production data. The synthesized

production data may be stored in a synthesized data database 28. The synthesized production data

may then be used internally or externally for testing and/or modeling, including for testing models



of financial, transactional, or other systems 30, as shown in 118. For example, the synthetic

production data may be used to test financial transaction models and fraud detection models.

[0030] Additionally or alternatively, the component models 22 and/or the consolidated

model 24 may be periodically or continuously tuned or otherwise modified to better represent

trends or other patterns of activity in the transaction stream 14 and the real production data, as

shown in 120. Additionally or alternatively, the component models 22 and/or the consolidated

model 24 may be periodically or continuously tuned or otherwise modified to better represent new

or otherwise changing or trends or other patterns of activity not yet being exhibited in the

transaction stream 14 or the real production data, as shown in 122, thereby allowing for exploring

or otherwise examining the transaction system 12 under the new patterns of activity. Additionally

or alternatively, the transaction generator 26 may be tuned or otherwise modified to adhere to

certain trends or other patterns of activity while changing (i.e., increasing or decreasing) the

volume of transactions, as shown in 124, thereby allowing for characteristic load testing over

projections of growth in the volume of transactions.

[0031] The computer-implemented method 110 may include more, fewer, or alternative

actions, including those discussed elsewhere herein, and particularly those discussed above in

describing the system 10.

[0032] In exemplary use, the system 10 and/or computer-implemented method 110 may

be employed as follows. Given a very large data set of real financial transactions, dimensions of

the data may be chosen to reveal characteristics of the consumers, such as locations, merchant

category codes, and average transaction amount. The machine learning system 20 may create and

train component models 22 that can accurately predict the distribution of this type of transaction

from these consumers. This process may be repeated to create several component models 22 and

dimension characteristics along with distribution information that accurately represents all the

dimensional characteristics of the real production data in the transaction system 12 (even including

fraudulent transactions). The component models 22 may then be combined in the consolidated

model 24, and the consolidated model 24 may be combined with the transaction generator 26 to

create a synthetic transaction stream and generate synthetic production data.

[0033] More specifically, the transaction generator 26 may access dimensional data

repositories filled with synthesized information mimicking the attribute characteristics of the

original production data (e.g., fictitious names with their addresses, phone numbers, etc.) that



follow the same pattern of dimensional analysis and distribution into the synthesized production

data. The transaction generator 26 may then choose from these data elements to create a synthetic

transaction stream that mimics the original transaction stream 14 based on the behavioral model

patterns (this may be for each dimension, or it may take a multi-dimensional approach for each

fictitious consumer). When the same models are run against the newly created synthetic

production data, they should yield the same result or similar result as the real production data.

[0034] Thus, embodiments advantageously allow for creating and using realistic synthetic

production data for testing, modeling, and other uses without the need to seek permissions or risk

data loss, and wherein the synthetic data more accurately represents normal and abnormal

behaviors and/or other nuances of real production data.

[0035] Although the invention has been described with reference to the one or more

embodiments illustrated in the figures, it is understood that equivalents may be employed and

substitutions made herein without departing from the scope of the invention as recited in the

claims.

[0036] Having thus described one or more embodiments of the invention, what is claimed

as new and desired to be protected by Letters Patent includes the following:



CLAIMS:

1. A system for modeling behaviors in a transaction system and creating and using

realistic synthetic production data, the system comprising:

an artificial intelligence system trained on real production data from the transaction system to

create one or more component models that represent relevant normal behaviors and

relevant abnormal behaviors of a transaction stream;

a consolidated model which combines the one or more components models and represents data

states that include both the relevant normal behaviors and the relevant abnormal behaviors

in a relative time base; and

a transaction generator used in combination with the consolidated model to create the synthesized

production data that realistically mimics the relevant normal behaviors and the relevant

abnormal behaviors of the real production data,

wherein the synthesized production data is not coupled to the real production data, and the real

production data is not derivable from the synthesized production data.

2 . The system as set forth in claim 1, wherein the artificial intelligence system is a

machine learning system.

3 . The system as set forth in claim 1, wherein the transaction stream is a financial

transaction stream.

4 . The system as set forth in claim 1, wherein the consolidated model represents data

states that include both non-fraudulent activity and fraudulent activities.

5 . The system as set forth in claim 1, wherein the one or more component models are

at least periodically modified to better represent patterns of activity in the transaction stream and

the real production data.

6 . The system as set forth in claim 1, wherein the one or more component models

create new patterns of activity not exhibited in the transaction stream and the real production data.



7 . The system as set forth in claim 1, wherein the transaction generator adheres to

certain patterns of activity while changing a volume of transactions.

8 . The system as set forth in claim 1, wherein the system further comprises one or

more models of a financial transaction system tested with the synthesized production data.



9 . A system for modeling financial transactional behaviors in a financial transaction

system and creating and using realistic synthetic production data, the system comprising:

a machine learning system trained on real production data from the financial transaction system to

create one or more component models that represent relevant normal behaviors and

relevant abnormal behaviors of a financial transaction stream;

a consolidated model which combines the one or more components models and represents data

states that include both the relevant normal behaviors and the relevant abnormal behaviors,

including both non-fraudulent activity and fraudulent activities, in a relative time base; and

a transaction generator used in combination with the consolidated model to create synthesized

production data that realistically mimics the relevant normal behaviors and the relevant

abnormal behaviors of the real production data,

wherein the synthesized production data is not coupled to the real production data, and the real

production data is not derivable from the synthesized production data, and

wherein the one or more component models are at least periodically modified to better represent

patterns of activity in the financial transaction stream and the real production data.

10. The system as set forth in claim 9, wherein the one or more component models

create new patterns of activity not exhibited in the transaction stream and the real production data.

11. The system as set forth in claim 9, wherein the transaction generator adheres to

certain patterns of activity while changing a volume of transactions.

12. The system as set forth in claim 9, wherein the system further comprises one or

more models of the financial transaction system tested with the synthesized production data.



13. A computer-implemented method for improving the functionality of a computer for

modeling behaviors in a transaction system to create and use realistic synthetic production data,

the computer-implemented method comprising:

training an artificial intelligence system on real production data from the transaction system to

create one or more component models that represent relevant normal behaviors and

relevant abnormal behaviors of a transaction stream;

combining the one or more component models in a consolidated model that represents data states

that include both the relevant normal behaviors and the relevant abnormal behaviors in a

relative time base;

combining the consolidated model with a transaction generator to create synthesized production

data that realistically mimics the relevant normal behaviors and the relevant abnormal

behaviors of the real production data,

wherein the synthesized production data is not coupled to the real production data, and the real

production data is not derivable from the synthesized production data; and

using the synthetic production data in a model of a system.

14. The computer-implemented method as set forth in claim 13, wherein the artificial

intelligence system is a machine learning system.

15. The computer-implemented method as set forth in claim 13, wherein the transaction

stream is a financial transaction stream.

16. The computer-implemented method as set forth in claim 13, wherein the

consolidated model represents data states that include both non-fraudulent activity and fraudulent

activities in the relative time base.

17. The computer-implemented method as set forth in claim 13, further including at

least periodically modifying the one or more component models to better represent patterns of

activity in the transaction stream and the real production data.



18. The computer-implemented method as set forth in claim 13, wherein the one or

more component models create new patterns of activity not exhibited in the transaction stream and

the real production data.

19. The computer-implemented method as set forth in claim 13, wherein the transaction

generator adheres to certain patterns of activity while changing a volume of transactions.

20. The computer-implemented method as set forth in claim 13, wherein the model of

the system is a fraud detection model.
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